
Return to School

(Travel Day 20 July, First Day of Classes 21 July)

Term 3 will be an exciting time for many of our

students and their families with all Day and Boarding

Students able to return as the COVID-19 guidelines

begin to ease. Whilst Term 3 will see a return to

many of our pre-COVID activities some guidelines

will still remain. These will mainly be around social

distancing for our visitors and continuation of

sanitising upon entering and exiting classrooms.

WHAT'S NEW FOR TERM 3
@ BTC

Year 11 2021

Subject Showcase
As we move closer to 2021 we

begin the journey toward the

ATAR with our Year 10 Students.

Students have been presented

with the Subject Handbook and

have completed their expressions

of interest to assist us in

developing the pattern of study for

the new cohort. The next stage in

the subject selection process will

take place on Monday 20 July

with our staff offering 2 Subject

Showcase timeslots for our

families. These sessions are

designed for students and their

families to ask specific, subject

based questions of our specialist

staff to refine their selections and

course knowledge prior to

preferencing. Sessions will take

place in the hall from 12-1pm and

5-5:50pm. Mrs Bushell has also

organised for a live Zoom

presentation from QCAA for any

interested families at 5:50

outlining the new ATAR program.

Where Learning Counts



For our Boarders we are looking forward to kicking off the Term at

full capacity and providing some additional freedom for our students

around leave, sporting engagement and extra-curricular activities.

Within the Boarding Houses students will still be required to observe

social distancing regulations and utilise bathroom facilities on a

rotating basis until further advice from QLD Health. For our QLD

based families the return for Term 3 will be a smooth transition with

no current restrictions on travel or quarantine in place for students

within the state. For our interstate families the latest advice from the

QLD Government indicates that the borders will open to all states

except Victoria for returning students. The Premier has announced

that should the borders remain closed we ask that families apply for

a QLD border pass through https://www.qld.gov.au/border-pass

within 7 days of proposed travel. Whilst this may provide an

exemption to cross the border, we ask that where borders remain

closed families seek a COVID test to confirm a negative result prior

to commencing travel. Should you need to provide any

documentation to prove enrolment or residence in a QLD Boarding

School please contact us. Travel Day is set for Monday 20 July,

2020, however, we acknowledge at this time that it may be difficult to

coordinate transport to suit this date. Please notify

reception@btc.qld.edu.au if you would like to coordinate an alternate

travel date.

Mr Jaafar Tabandeh -
Mathematics

Miss Varsha Dahiya -
Mathematics

Miss Uma Patwardhan -
Business

Miss Diane Murphy -
Library/Learning

Support

Mr Timothy Blake -
Science

We are pleased to welcome

the following staff to our team

in Term 3:

Where Learning Counts

Boarding Update New Members to the

BTC Team

BYOD@BTC
Throughout 2020 we have been

promoting BYOD@BTC and in

Term 3 we will be officially

launching this program with

connection days for students in

the first week of school. We

encourage all our families to

carefully read the BYOD@BTC

Policy.

Mathematics in 2020
In Semester 1 despite some unprecedented educational challenges

our Staff have been able to take steps under the expert guidance of

Mr Juang toward success in Mathematics. For Term 3 the focus is

on developing our Year 7-10 Mathematics Program. This will begin

from day 1 with new specialist mathematics staff delivering course

content in a team teaching environment supported by our aides to

build each students skills and confidence in mathematics. This

model will see two teachers and an aide in our mathematics classes

working closely with students as a whole group, smaller break out

groups and individually where needed to best support the learning

needs. We look forward to student and parent feedback on this new

model as the Term progresses. 

We wish all our students a safe and enjoyable break and look
forward to seeing our existing community and a number of new
faces joining us to start Term 3.


